KINGSWOOD RESIDENTIAL VISIT
WEDNESDAY 14 JUNE 2017
They were all in bed by 10.30pm last night. A lot struggled to get out of bed this morning at
7.30am and were hiding under their duvets with their eyes peeping over the top.
YESTERDAY:
Leap of Faith: The instructors were very impressed with Ted D. and Libby K. for making it
up to the top of the pole.
Zip Wire: Kaycee B. went to the top of the tower then was unsure but she overcome her
fear and went back up the tower the 2nd time and did it – well done Kaycee B. for overcoming
your fear.
Archery: Stacey P. showed great aiming skills and hit the target.
Climbing: George F. showed the instructors his climbing skills by climbing straight up the wall
first time.
Balance Beam: Zack M. had fun doing star jumps on the Balance Beam.
Pool Party: Heather M. showed what a strong swimming she is. Alex S. was telling jokes
around the pool making everyone laugh.
Scrapheap Challenge: Was to make a marble run by answering various questions from the
Kingswood instructors by telling jokes, facts and using rhyming words which gave them extra
marks to complete their marble run. Oliver C. came up with a rhyming word ‘stog’ (means: be
stuck or bogged down. "people are stogged in their misery) and was told that wasn’t a real
word but it was! They had to look it up in a dictionary. Ruby W. got extra points for her
poetry and rhymes.
TODAY: (Back to the original timetable today)
Another glorious day – plenty of sun tan lotion applied again!
All of the groups went to the beach today. Wassil A. and Aimee G. were covered in the sand.
Gemma W. enjoyed collecting crabs in her bucket. Adi P. and Amiee S. built a channel with
islands in the sand and added water – everyone was very impressed!
Kenny M. and friends enjoyed playing cricket on the beech – Kenny M. was very good at it.
Owen M. has memorised the weeks menu and keeps telling everyone what is available. Lacey
H. is being a good friend to her room mates.
Letters from parents will be going out later today before dinner tonight.

